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In The Cave
 
Oh Dave, oh Dave, oh Dave,
you thought you were so brave,
but look at me now, look at me go
I'm dancing on your grave.
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Listen To The Music
 
Listen to the music that the young man plays,
Listen to the music that the and let your body sway,
Listen and you'll be taken away,
The rhythm, the rhyme, if you have the time,
Listen to the music and you'll know the way!
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What Rhymes With
 
Oh all of these rhymes
if only I had the time
I fell like a clown
I'm really, really down
Or maybe I'm a mine
just working for a dime
Maybe I'll be crowned
or thrown to the ground
It would be prime
if only weren't a crime
running or walking around
or maybe your bound
you see rhymes
are like slime
you get sucked in and drown!
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When....
 
When a friend says she'll
      not tell a soul
      be there
      make things ok
When a friend is true
      zips her lips, and locks them up
      pinkie out, ready to promise
When she lies
        tells the people you want to know least
        crosses her fingers behind her back and say cross my heart (she really
crossing yours)
When you can relate to that, welcome to betrayal, welcome to life.
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Why....
 
Why can't there be love
       Death
       War
       Hate
Why can't there be peace
       Guns
       Knife
       Kill
Why can't we all be one
and make the earth THE please
Why.....
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